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The Posit ion/Orientat ion Determination of  a Mobi le -Task  Robot  
Using an Active Calibration Scheme 

Tae-Seok Jin*, Jang-Myung Lee 
Department o f  Electronics Engineering, Pusan National University, Pusan 609 735, Korea 

A new method of  estimating the pose of  a mobile  task robot  is developed based upon an 

active cal ibrat ion scheme. The utility of  a mobi le- task  robot  is widely recognized, which is 

formed by the serial connect ion of  a mobile  robot  and a task robot.  To be an efficient and 

precise mobi le  task robot, the control  uncertainties in the mobile  robot  should be resolved. 

Unless the mobile  robot  provides an accurate and stable base, the task robot  cannot  perform 

various tasks. Fo r  the control  of  the mobi le  robot,  an absolute position sensor is necessary. 

However ,  on account  of  roll ing and slippage of  wheels on the ground, there does not exist any 

reliable posi t ion sensor for the mobi le  robot. This paper proposes an active cal ibrat ion scheme 

to estimate the pose of  a mobile  robot  that carries a task robot  on the top. The active cal ibrat ion 

scheme is to estimate a pose of  the mobile  robot  using the relative pos i t ion /or ien ta t ion  to a 

known object whose location, size, and shape are known a priori.  For  this calibration,  a camera 

is attached on the top of  the task robot  to capture the images of  the objects. These images are 

used to estimate the pose of  the camera itself with respect to the known objects. Through the 

homogeneous  transformation,  the absolute pos i t ion /or ien ta t ion  of  the camera is calculated and 

propagated to get the pose of  a mobi le  robot. Two  types of  objects are used here as samples of  

work-pieces  : a polygonal  and a cylindrical  object. With these two samples, the proposed active 

cal ibrat ion scheme is verified experimentally.  

Key W o r d s : A c t i v e  Cal ibrat ion,  Mobi le  Manipulator ,  Mobile  Task Robot ,  Camera,  Line 

Correspondence,  Conic  Correspondence 

I. Introduction 

There are two major  difficulties in the precise 

control  of  the mobi le  robot.  One difficulty lies in 

the dynamic model ing of  the mobi le  robot  as 

other complex structures. The other difficulty lies 

in the uncertainties of  the boundary  in between 

the wheels of  the mobi le  robot  and the ground. 

The friction is nonl inear  and t ime-varying,  which 

we can not either estimate or model  exactly. Re- 

cently, there are several researches on the accurate 
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control of  the mobile  robot  with the recognit ion 

of  the environment  using the laser, ultrasonic and 

vision sensors intelligently (Borenstein, 1995: 

Tsai, 1987 : Lui et al., 1990 ; Luong and Faugeras, 

1997; Pissard-Gibol le t  and Rives, 1995). 

In this paper, we proposed a method of  mea- 

suring the pos i t ion /or ien ta t ion  of  the task robot  

base, that is, the pose of  the mobile  robot  using 

the images of  known objects captured by a camera 

attached at the end of  the task robot  (Zhuang and 

Roth, 1996: Han and Lee, 1997; Horaud et al., 

1997). 

Active camera scheme is a recent development  

(Jang and Han, 1997 ; Crowley and Bobet, 1993) 

for which the cal ibrat ion patterns are not neces- 

sary. In the active cal ibrat ion schemes, the feature 

points on the objects whose locations are given a 

priori,  are utilized to calculate the pose of  the 
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camera (Du and Brady, 1993; Crowley and 

Bobet, 1993: Longuet ltiggins, 1981). In this 

research, the active cal ibrat ion scheme is properly 

applied for the pose determination of  the mobile  

robot that does not have any absolute position 

information.  This enables the visual servoing 

tasks by al lowing explicit control  of  the mobile 

robot in closed loop with regards to their assem- 

bly parts (Jang and Ham 1997). 

During the cal ibrat ion process, the sensitivity 

and robustness need to be considered [Heyden 

and Astrom, 1997: Yi et al., 1999). Also some 

coordinates  of  a set of  lines and ell ipsoids may 

cause numerical  instability in obtaining the pose 

of  the camera w . r . t ,  the object ( Longuet-  H iggins. 

[981). In our approach,  the task robot is able to 

carry the camera to a specific position and orien- 

tation as desired, the problems can be avoided 

dynamically.  Also this scheme is free from the 

shape of  the objects that the robot is going to 

handle with. In this paper, we are focusing on the 

methodology of  utilizing the cal ibrat ion scheme 

for the localization of  the mobile robot instead of  

searching the numerical problems. In the conven- 

tional approaches (Sturm and Maybank,  1999: 

Zhuang el al.. 1991) where cal ibrat ions of  the 

camera and the robot  are performed in a sequen- 

tial manner, the errors are propagated and aggre- 

gated in the pos i t ion /or ien ta t ion  determination.  

However  in this approach,  the active cal ibrat ion 

scheme identifies the camera and robot parame- 

ters simultaneously,  which suppresses the error 

propagation.  

2. Active Calibration Method of  a 

Mobi l e /Task  Robot 

2.1 P e r s p e c t i v e  m o d e l  o f  a c a m e r a  

A perspective model  of  a camera represents tile 

relationship between the two dimensional  object 

location on a image plane and the actual object 

location in a three dimensional  space. Figure 1 

represents a perspective model of  a camera. Here. 

the coordinates,  { W } ,  is a world frame in the 

3-D space, the coordinates,  { (7 }, is a camera 

fiame wimse origin is assigned at the center of  

the lens o1" the camera. The coordinate,  { F},  

+ , t . N ~ c  

"it- x, ¥+ , 

Z ,  + , ' ,  
/ 

d>. " ~ " 

Fig. 1 Perspective model o[" camera 

represents the coordinates  in the computer  

memory frame. The basic axes Xf and Yr define 

the coordinate  system. Note that Zc axis is coin- 

cident with the optical axis of  the camera. 

A point in the space can be represented as a 

vector, pw=(Xw, Yu,, zu,) w.r.?,  the reference 

frame, and it can be also represented as pc=  (xc, 

Yc, Zc) w . r . l ,  t h e c a m e r a  frame. The coordinates,  

{ I /, represents the image frame of  the camera,  

which is assigned to the image plane of  the 

camera. The effective local length of  the camera, 

f ,  represents the distance between the image planc 

and tire origin of  camera frame. { C }. 

The vector, p t = ( x , ,  y,.), on the image plane 

represents a feature point on the fixed object. The 

pw u,.r .¢,  the world frame corresponds to the 

vector, pc, w.r.,t ,  the camera frame. The parame- 

ters, dx  and fly, represent the size of  a pixel along 

the x axis and 3' axis respectively, a, nd they can 

be obtained by using the number of  pixels and 

the image plane of  the camera. These parameters 

are used in t ranslbrming the image coordinates  

to the mernory frame. The coordinate,  (C'x, Cy) 

represents the center coordinates  of  the image in 

the image frame. It is reported that the value of  

(Cx, Cy) can be changed within 10 pixels without 

affecting the measurement accuracy of  the three 

dimensional  object (kui  el al.. 1990). 

In this paper, we assumed that the center of  the 

image frame is located at the center of  the image 

frame. Using the camera perspective model  and 

the transformation o[ ' the object location frorn the 

~or ld  frame to the image frame, basic equat ions 

and parameters required for the measurement of  
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the camera pose can be obtained.  

2.2 C a m e r a  parameters  

The camera parameters to be estimated can be 

classified into two categories:  internal and exter- 

nal parameters. The specification related parame- 

ters of" the camera and lens, for examples, the local 

distance, f ,  and the image scale fitctor S, are 

internal parameters :  the rotation matrix, R,  and 

the t ranslat ional  vector, T representing the pose 

of  the moving camera are external parameters. By 

the coordinates  t ransformation between the robot  

and camera frames, the posi t ioning vector, p~, 

represented in terms of  the camera frame can be 

represented as pw in terms of  the world frame. 

p w = R p c + T  (1) 

where Ra×a and Ta×~ represents a rotation matrix 

and a translation vector from the world frame 

to the camera frame, respectively. A posi t ioning 

vector for a feature point  on the three dimensional  

object in terms of  the camera frame, pc--(Xc, Ye, 

&) is mapped to a point  pl--  (xi, 3.q) on the two 

dimensional  image frame using the camera per- 

spective model  (Tsai, 1987), and it can be des- 

cribed as fo l lows:  

x , = f  Xc (2) 
Zc 

y ~ = f  Yc (3) 
yc 

where f represents the effective local distance. The 

image coordinates  are obtained by the linear 

p in -ho le  model,  and the distortion effects of  the 

lens are not considered in this formula. 

Since the scale values along x axis and 3' axis 

are different in the image frame, a point on the 

image frame, (x~, y~) corresponds to a location in 

the image frame, (Xs, Ys) according to the fol- 

lowing relations : 

Xi=Sx 1Xi (4) 

Yi:Sy-Iyi (5)  

where x , . = d x ( x s - c x ) ,  y,. dy(3U cy), and Sx 

and ,_.gy represents the camera scale factor a long 

the x axis and y axis, respectively. Plugging the 

location value (xs, Ys) which is obtained through 

the image processing into (4) and (5), we can 

represent the feature point  on the image frame. 

Setting the number o f y  directional scanning lines 

and the row numbers of  pixels to the same, the y 

axis scale factor becomes unity, that is, S y =  1 and 

S can stand for Sx. 

3. Robot/Vision System 

A task robot  that has 5 links and a gripper, and 

a mobi le  robot that has 3 d.o.f are serially 

connected for this research (Kang et al.. 2000). 

Figure 2 shows the coordinates  assigned to this 

overall  system. 

The coordinates t ransformation relationship 

among the frames of  the mobile  robot  support ing 

a task robot  is shown in Figure 3. { W } is a world 

frame for the system, { O } is assigned to the fixed 

object located at a known position, { C } is the 

Z Z ;f.:,Z, [ . ~ _ 3 ~ .  : 

Z~ 

Z,, 

Fig. 2 

Z,, 

Link coordinates of mobile robot supporting 

a task robot 

Fig. 3 Coordinates transformation of robot/vision 
system 
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camera flame, { H } is the hand frame where the 

camera is attached, { B } is the base frame of task 

robot, and { M } is assigned to the top plate of 

mobile robot. For  mathematical  conveniences, 

the frame { B } and { M } are assigned at the same 

point. 

The goal of cal ibrat ion is measuring the rela- 

tive pos i t ion/or ien ta t ion  of the mobile robot with 

respect to the world frame accurately through the 

visual information processing of the known ob- 

ject. 

For  this goal, the cal ibrat ion task can be de- 

composed into two steps. The first step is mea- 

suring the relative pose of the camera, WHc, using 

the images of the fixed object. The second step is 

obta in ing  the homogeneous transformation of 

the mobile robot w.r.t,  the world frame, WHB, 
using WHc, BHc, and "Jt/c. This  process can be 

represented by the following equations.  

WHB =WHc" 8Hc-l (6) 

~Hc=BH," ~-Ic (7) 

Notice that the structure of the task robot is 

generally assumed to be light and small. There- 

fore, aHc, can be obtained accurately through the 

kinematics of the task robot as shown in (7). In 

the following section, the process of obta in ing  

WHc will be described in detail. As it is shown in 

Figure 3, WHc is obtained from the images of the 

fixed object, assuming the location of the object 

w.r.l, the world frame is known a priori. This 

can be represented as following equat ion : 

Wltc-~=CHo • WHo-I (8) 

where °Hc is obtained through the active cali- 

brat ion scheme. For  the simplicity, { W } and 

{ O } are assigned to the same location for the 

later sections. 

Note that most of the assembly parts are com- 

posed of either line segments or circular seg- 

ments. Therefore, the active cal ibrat ion scheme is 

proposed for each of two cases: 1. An object is 

composed of only line segments, and 2. An object 

has both circular segments and line segments. 

4. Parameter Estimation Using 
Line Correspondence 

For the localization of the mobile robot, we 

are going to obta in  Hc = as well as the 
0 

camera internal parameters, S and f ,  using the 

line correspondences (Lui et al., 1990: kuong  

and Faugeras, 1997). 

Let us denote a straight line, J (refer to Figure 

4) as 

J : P j = n w / + P l  (9) 

where nw represents the directional vector of the 

straight line, I represents a constant,  and P~ and 

P~ are posi t ioning vectors for the point U and V 

u;.r.l, the world frame, respectively. 

A two dimensional  line L can be represented as 

lbllows : 

L :  A x i + B y i + C = O  (10) 

where A ,  B and C can be determined by a con- 

straint equation,  A2+B2+ C 2=  l and two equa- 

tions corresponding to the two points. Substi- 

tuting equat ion (2) and (3) into equat ion 10), 

we obta in  the following plane equat ion : 

M : A x c + B y c + f  ~Czc=O I l) 

The vector N is defined as a normal to the pro- 

jecting plane M, 

N = E A  B f-~C] T (12) 

Note that this normal vector N is always or- 

thogonal to the three dimensional l ine J. The 

direct ional vector for the 3-D line J can be 

denoted as nc and represented in terms of the 

camera frame as 

L. 

r 

Fig. 4 Projecting plane ofa  3-D line and a 2-D line 
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nc=Rrnw (13) 

Since the 3 D line J is located on the projecting 

plane, M, and the directional vector of J is 

orthogonal to the normal vector of the projecting 

plane, we have 

n~-N--O (14) 

This represents the main idea lbr obtaining the 

camera parameters. Substituting equation (13) 

into (14), and using the fact that inner product of 

two orthogonal vectors can be represented as a 

product of two vectors, we have 

nwrRN = 0  (15) 

Let us consider two points in 3 D space, U and 

V, and the corresponding two points in the 

image plane, PI(Xi, Yi) and Pj(Xj, Y~). Plugging 

P, and Pj coordinates into equation (10), and 

solving the two equations tor the line coefficients, 

A, B and C, we have 

A =  ( Y~- ]7,.) 16a) 

B =  ( X j - X ~ )  (16b) 

C =  (X~. Y, - X, ~ )  (16c) 

Since the directional vector, nw, of the 3-D line 

is parallel to the line passing through the two 

points, U a n d  V, it can be denoted as 

nw = (P~--PJ)/H P~--PJ H (17) 

Utilizing x ~ = S ~ v i  ira (4) to separate S from xi, 

and substituting this into equation (16a) through 

(16c), the normal vector (12) is represented as 

N = [ A  S - I B  S I f - I C ] T  (18) 

Now, let us describe the process of obtaining 

camera parameters using (15). Substituting (17) 

arid (18) into (15), we have 

[i j k] *'4 r5 r6 S 2t3 = 0  (19) 

r7 rs r9 S - ' f - I C  

where the parameters A, B, and C are obtained 

by (16a) through (16c) and the directional vec- 

tor n w = [ i  j k] ~ is obtained by (17). Equation 

(19) can be changed to equation (20) by decom- 

posing known variables and unknown variables 
as follows : 

[ iA iB iC jA jC kA kB kC] 

S. ri, r5 -1 
~.r5 -1 

f - l ,  r3, rs-I 

S .n.r~ -~ 
f - l .  r6. rs l 

S" rT" r~ 1 

f-~" rs" rs 

=-jB (20) 

Note that even though there are nine variables 

rl -" r9 in R, only three of them are independent. 

Note also that the variables in the second vector 

of (20) are independent from the coordinates of 

the two points : depending upon the camera spec- 

ifications and the rotation matrix. Therefore, if 

we obtain 8 equations of (20) corresponding to 8 

lines in the image frame, a matrix equation can be 

obtained by superposing the equations, which can 

be represented as 

Ms×sXs×I--Bs×I ([21) 

where X8×1 is the second vector in (20). Now, 

the unknown camera parameters can be obtained 

by multiplying the inverse of M at both sides of 

(21). We have an over-determined system of (21) 

which can be solved by least squares method 

(Tsai, 1987). In practice, there may be several 

dependent rows in the matrix, M8×8. Therefore, 

instead of multiplying inverse of /1'/8×8 directly, 

the matrix is decomposed by the singular value 

decomposition as M8×8= U D V  v, and the matrix 

X8×, is obtained as follows: 

X =  V ' D  -l" U T ' B  (22) 

where 

o-1 to O'm represent the positive singular values of 
M, and D ~ R  8×sand V ~ R  8×Bare left and right 

eigenvector matrices. 

Notice that this active calibration scheme pro- 

vides the line segments consecutively so that the 

rank of M can be increased to five by adding or 

replacing rows obtained by new line segments at 

any cases. Calibration of the individual parame- 

ters from X is straight-forward (Han and Lee, 
1997). 
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Now, the co r respondences  of  the lizature points  

are used to calculate  the t r ans la t iona l  vector T of  

tile camera  fl'ame. By chang ing  ( I )  as (23),  and 

subs t i tu t ing  this equa t ion  into (2) and (3),  we 

have the coord ina tes  of  the feature poin t  on tile 

image frame as (24) and (25):  

p , - = R  ' p w - R  I T - p ( , , - T '  (23) 

.r,. = f  . t ; , -  7~ (24) 
z ; , -  T~" 

y , = f  v'w-- T,: (25[) 
2 w -  re '  

where p ~ =  (,rg, 3;g, zg) r and T '  represent  a posi- 

t ion ing  vector and  a t r ans la t ion  vector in terms 

of  tile camerv flame, respectively. To ob ta in  tile 

t rans la t ion  vector  T '  from (24) and (25), the 

fo l lowing matr ix  equa t ion  is der ived : 

7.4 o -x ,  _[S'x', .v,.~;] 
T~ - L S . y ~  v,.z;-J (26) 

For  a given feature point ,  (x,.. z,.), the matr ix  

equa t ion  (26) provides  two l inear  equat ions .  

Therefore,  if we have two feature points ,  l imr 

l inear  equa t ions  are ob ta ined  for the three un- 

knowns,  Tx, T~ and, T) .  

Now.  the h o m o g e n e o u s  t rans for rna t ion  from 

the world  frame to tile camera  frame. WHc is com- 

pletely ob ta ined  by (20) and (26). Subs t i tu t ing  

WHc, into (6). we call ca lcula te  wUs which re- 

presents the p o s i t i o n / o r i e n t a t i o n  of  the end plate 

of  the mobi le  robot .  

5. Active Calibration Using 
Conic Correspondence 

To use the line co r r e spondence  scheme for the 

active ca l ib ra t ion ,  there shou ld  be s traight  line 

segments  in an object. However.  for a cyl indr ical  

object,  they are not  avai lable .  In this section, an 

active ca l ib ra t ion  scheme for the c i rcular  shapes  is 

in t roduced,  which is app l icab le  to the cyl indr ica l  

or conic  objects.  Two sequent ia l  images cap tured  

by a C C D  camera  are used to ob ta in  a conic  

pa ramete r  matr ix  and to comple te  tile ca l ib ra t ion  

a lgor i thm.  

F rom the two c i rcu la r  hnages,  v~e extract two 

el l ipsoids  and est imates conic  parameters .  After  

tile t,a.o conic  parameters  tire ob ta ined ,  the active 

ca l ib ra t ion  process is fol lowed to get tile ro ta t ion  

matrix.  R, and t]nally the t r ansh i t iona l  xector. T ' .  

5.1 Conic parameter estimation 
Many man made  objects  have circles on their  

sulqhce. Researchers  have presented several me- 

thods  of  es t imat ing conic  parameters  from given 

data  points  (Daxies,  1989 : Zhang ,  1997). T),pical 

methods  to solve the curve fi t t ing p rob lem are the 

least square,  Hough  t ransfornl ,  and  area momen t s  

methods  ISafaee Rad et al., 1991 ; Maybank  and 

Faugeras ,  1992). A m o n g  these rnethods,  the least 

square  method is popu l a r  because of  its com- 

pu ta t iona l  efficiency. In this paper  we apply the 

least square  method for the curve fitting a lgor i thm 

to obta in  the conic  parameter  matrix. 

Let us cons ider  the second order  equa t ion  (27) 

def in ing tile conics in a plane. In i, ll image plane,  

a second order  conic  equa t ion  is represented us 

aXe+bXY+cY ' - '+dX+eY+f=O (27! 

where a, b, c, d, e, and f are conic  parameters  

lhat  de te rmine  the shape  of  the second order  

equation. 

Equa t ion  (27) is le- lc)r lnulated with a gerieral 

vector u = [ X  Y I ] V a n d  a coefficient matrix,  A 

as fo l low:  

u1Alt = 0  (28]) 

where the A matr ix is defined as a symmetric 

conic coefficient matrix, that is. 

a b/2 d/2] 

r : ! =  b. '2 c ¢: 2 (29) 

d,2 e.i2 ) 

Ill order  to est imate the conic  coefficient matr ix  

A ,  we need to gel the irnage coord ina tes ,  ~x,. 

y,.)'s, on the conic. The  coord ina tes  are ob ta ined  

from the image cap tured  by a ( ' C D  camera  

th rough  the image processing.  There  may exist 

some error  in cap tu r ing  and process ing the image. 

To reduce tile error,  the conic  coefficients are 

adjusted by fitting the image coord ina tes  to the 
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, , C i }  : ' re  ' t :  /~, Y ,  l ( ' . }  
\ 

Z p , . , ,  t ~ 

_ _  ¢ 

W 

Fig. 5 Geometric structure tot capturing conic 

images 

curve equation.  The least square error criterion is 

used to fit a conic equat ion to the coordinates  o1" 

N points on a conic image. 

5.2 Active calibration using conic object 

If we use a camera for the active cal ibrat ion,  

inultiple images need to be captured at different 

postures o1 the camera. That is, two different 

images captured by, a camera tire utilized lbr the 

active calibration.  Figure 5 displays the geometric 

structure of  the camera capturing two images at 

the different postures. The relat ionship between 

two cameras coordinate  system is represented as 

pcl = IRzpca-- 1 h (30) 

where 1R2 represents it rotation matrix from { Cl } 

to { Cz } and ~t2 is a translation vector from { C~ } 

t o { G } .  

5.2.1 Geometric properties of a conic and its 

image 

Tile representative of  a second order equat ion 

is a conic. In this section, we restrict shapes of  

images to circles and ellipsoids. In Figure 5, 

suppose a conic in a space lies on a plane, p, and 

a world frame, { W } ,  is defined on the plane p 

such that xw and yw axes lie on this phtne and Zw 

axis is normal to the plane p. 

The  camera coordinate  systems { C l  }, {Cz }, 

and the world frame { W } are related as 

pw = "R0pw + 'to, i -- I, 2 (31) 

where "R0 and ~t0 represent a rotation matrix and 

a translation vector from tile world frame to tile 

i - th  camera frame, pcl= IXci yc; zc, l T. and pw= 

[i.~'w .~'~, zw]" 
Any point oll the plane, p. can be represented 

u,.r.t .  {6"1 }i ,  nd { C 2 }  as follov,  s : 

pet= Oluw, i - -1 .  2 (321 

where G, is a matrix defined as G , =  Lirl tr,.z it,lj, 
~rt and ~r.., are tile first and second column vectors 

of lR0,  respecti,,ely, and u,,,(=[x,,,  y,,, 1] r) re- 

presents it point on the plane, p, u , . r . ; ,  the world 

fiarne. 

Equat ion (32) represents the relation between 

the world coordinates  and the camera coordi-  

nates. Using equat ions (2) and (3). equat ion 

(32) yields 

Zc,Ul= G,uw, i = 1, 2 (33) 

where &. , ( - - z~ / f )  becomes a scaling factor for 

Gi and u,- - [x , ,  y,. 1] r 

Suppose a conic in the plane is represented by 

UrwOUw=0, i =  1, 2 (34) 

then we can obtain the shape of  the curx, e by 

analyzing tile elements of  the matrix ~ .  Let us 

assume that ,xe have two conics in the image 

plane represented its 

u~Au~=0, i =  1, 2 (35) 

The conic parameter matrices. A l  itnd A2, can be 

obtained by the curve fitting algorithnl with the 

conic images. Plugging equat ion (33) into equa- 

tion (35) assuming the scale factor, z c e = l :  we 

have 

u{ .G[A~Gmw-O,  i -  I. 2 (36) 

Since the conics in (36) and (34) have the same 

shape, 

G [ - A i G , = k , Q ,  / = 1 ,  2 ,,37) 

t-tom the aboxe equations,  G, can be obtained 

using the known A ,  and Q. Note that since G , =  

[% lrz %], we can obtain 'R0 and it0 fi'om G,., 

dircctly. 

5.2.2 Conic based correspondence 

Two sequential images of  a conic Q repres- 

enting a real object are extracted and symbolized 
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by matrices Aa and A2 with the aid of a curve 

fitting algorithm. The relationship between a real 

object and two images are expressed as fol lows:  

G[A1GI=klQ (38) 

C~f A2G.z= k2Q (391) 

where G , = [ l r l  'r2 'to], C,-2,=[2rt 2r2 2to]" 

~'r, 'r23, and [2ra 2r23 a r e  f i r s t  [~,VO COlUnlns  Of 

IRo and dR1, respectively. 

As it is shown in Figure 5, tile relationship 

between the two camera coordinate systems can 

be represented as 

°R2=°Rl'R2 (40) 

° t 2 : ° R l l t 2 + ° h  (41) 

Note that the homogeneous transformation be- 

tween {C1} and {62} ,  that is, tR2 and lt2 are 

known a priori, since the robot carries the camera 

from { C, } to { C2 } under the control. 

The conic Q in the system { W } is represented 

as  

1 Q =  0 q2~ (42) 

q31 0 q33J 

where qu=l /a  2, q22=l/b 2, qJ.3=q31=0, and 

q33=--1 when the conic Q is an ellipsoid. 

There are six unknown  parameters in igo and 

"to. Therefore, we have sixteen unknown  parame- 

ters in total including kl, k2, qu, and q22 in the 

equations (38) and (39). In general, these sixteen 

parameters can be generally solved by using the 

eighteen equations of (38), (39), (40), and (41). 

Now we introduce a schematic approach to 

solve tbr the rotation matrix °gi, independently.  

From equations (38) and (39), we have 

(ig~Allgo) 2 × 2 :  k l  ( 0 )  2×2 (43) 

(2R~A22Ro) '_,~2 = k2 (Q) _~×2 (44) 

where (X) 2×'~ represents the 2 × 2  upper-left  

sub-matr ix  of X .  

Front equations (43) and (44), we obtain 

(~RorA,~Ro-k'-'R~-A22Ro)2×2=[~ ~] (45) 

where k=kl/k~ and °R2:°RllRz. 

Note that ~R2 is known a priori by the jo in t  

;-ingles of the robot. Therefore, there tire only Ibur 

unknown parameters in the ['our equat ions pro- 

vided by (45). Therefore, the rotation matrix xR0 

can be determined uniquely.  Plugging the ob- 

tained ~R0 into equat ion (43) provides the solu- 

tion lbr the kt. qu, and q22. 

Now to obtain the translat ion vector, ~t0, let us 

use the facts that q3~=0, q z z : 0  from equat ion 

(38). Then we have 

lt~Allrl  = 0  (46) 

l t ~ A l l r 2 : 0  (47) 

'~ T 9 -to A~-q =0 (48) 

where 2t 0 can be replaced by terms of It0 by 

equation (41). Therefore, we can have a unique 

solution for ~t0 using the three linear equations.  

Consequently,  we can obta in  tile position and 

orientat ion parameters of camera, it0 and ~R0 

from tile two ellipsoid images captured by a 

camera at the task robot. 

6. E x p e r i m e n t s  

6.1 Results of active calibration using line- 
correspondence 

Assembly operations of hexagonal bolts and 

nuts are considered as an experimental environ-  

mere. A C C D camera, SFA-410ED,  that captures 

60 image frames per second and each image frame 

has 768×494 pixels and tile image area of 6.54 

m m × 4 . 8 9  mm, is selected for our  experiments. 

The wdues of d:¢ and dy are calculated directly, 

and they are 0.0085 mm and 0.0098 mm, respec- 

tively. Tile standard focal length of the lens for 
this camera is 16 mm. 

We placed a bolt on a table and the vertices of 

the bolt head are used for the feature points, 

whose coordinates are (0, 4, 0.42), ( - -4 ,  3.0.42),  

( - -5 ,  --2, 0.32), ( - -  1, --4, 0.4), (3, --3,  0.4), and 

(4, 2, 0.25) w.r.t, tile world frame. To estimate 

the camera parameters, tile orientat ion and posi- 

tion o1" the camera frame is initially matched to 

the world frame. And then, the camera flame is 

translated by [0, --18, 33.6] cm and rotated 
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150 ° along the x-axis.  The image of  bolt  head is 

captured by the camera at f lame { C, }. For  the 

extraction of  vertices, we used the instructions 

given by the image processing board. First, we 

extracted the line edge in the preprocessing stage, 

and we used Hough  transform for the detection 

of  a line, which is robust against noises in the 

image. Alter obta ining six Hough transformation 

equat ions of  lines, we extracted ver tex-points  

solving the line equations.  

Table  1 shows the sample data for the measure- 

ment of  the focal distance, f ,  scale factor, S, 

Z - Y - Z  Euler  angles and the translat ional  vec- 

tor, T.  

Table  2 shows the estimated values of  the cam- 

era pose with the real values. The  rotation is 

given along the y-axis  only. Figure 6 represents 

the real images of  hexagonal  shapes used in 

experiment of  table 2. The error represents the 

% magnitude error of  the estimated translat ion 

vector compared to the real translat ion vector. As 

it is shown in table 2, the % error is small enough 

to compensate  the real posi t ioning error of  a 

mobi le  robot. The rotation angle is estimated very 

precisely with negligible amount  of  error. There- 

fore, we claim that this scheme is applicable for 

the cal ibrat ion of  a mobile  robot  and also for the 

est imation of  the pos i t ion /or ien ta t ion  of  the base 

of  a task robot. 

Figure 7 represents relative errors in the 

rotation and moving distance of  camera with 

respect to the % of  pixels affected by the noise. 

Through this experiment,  the effects of  noises 

occurring f lom image processing and i l luminati-  

on are analyzed. For  the experiment,  the noises 

are directly added to the pixels of  the hexagonal  

object image:  the camera parameter,  f ,  is 17.5 

mm : the posit ion is (0, 20.6, 30.4) cm ; the orien- 

tation is (144.4 °, 0 °, 0 °) in Z - Y - Z  Euler angles. 

The noise has the normal  distr ibution of  the 

mean, 0 and the variance, 1. As it is shown in Fig. 

7, the relative rotat ion error  is less than 0.5 ° o and 

the relative posit ion error is less than 0.3 mm until 

15,0/oo of  pixels are polluted by the noises, which 

are small enough to be ignored for the nominal  

task executions. 

T a b l e  1 Estimation of camera parameters 

f(mm) I 

17.542 

S [ Translation vector T Euler angle (°) 

0.9969 

Tx -0.1567 a 149.5 

Ty - 17.9703 /3 3.4 

Tz 33.6506 7 0.0 

(a) Rotation angle, 160 ° (b )  Rotation angle, 155 ° 

(c) Rotation angle, 150 ° (d) Rotation angle, 145 ° 

Fig. 6 Images of hexagonal shapes rotated along the 

Yc axis 

T a b l e  2 Estimated values for hexagonal objects 

Ande (°) Real value(cm), Estimated valueCcm), Error (°f0) 
(x, y, z) (x, y, z> 

160 10.5, 0.1, 34.2 10.390, 0.099. 33.841 1.05 

155 11.7, 0.1, 30.3 11.524, 0.098, 29.845 1.50 

150 13.3, 0.1, 26.6 13.524. 0.196, 26.055 2.05 

I45 14.1, 0.1, 23.5 13.691, 0.097, 22.819 2.90 

A,~erage 1.88 

R o t a t i o n  

1,5 

0 
0 10 20 30 
N o i s e  [ %  o f  p i x e l s ]  

(a) Relative rotat ion 

Fig. 7 

D i s t a n c e  

~ 0.5 

0 10 213 313 
N o i s e  [ %  o f  p i x e l s ]  

(b) Relative posi t ion 

Relat ive errors o f  camera pose with 

addi t ional  noise 
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6.2 Resul t s  of act ive  cal ibration using conic -  

correspondence 
We also carr ied out  exper iments  es t imat ing  the 

camera  pose using the re la t ionsh ip  between a 

conic  in the three d im ens i ona l  space and conics in 

the image plane. The  camera  and image proces- 

sing systern in this exper iment  is same as that  of  

Section V I - A .  The  d iamete r  of  the cyl inder  is 40 

mm and the center  coord ina tes  of  the conic  are set 

to the or igin of  wor ld  frame. 

Two  images of  the cyl inder  are cap tured  by a 

C C D  camera  for the active ca l ibra t ion .  Tab le  3 

shows the es t imated pos i t ion  of  camera  with re- 

spect to the cyl inder  accord ing  to the ro ta t ion  of  

the camera  a long the yc axis. The  first image is 

cap tured  after a l igning  the center  of  image to the 

center  of  c a m e r a ;  the second image is cap tured  

after ro ta t ing  the camera  a long the yc axis and  

t rans la t ing  a long  the Xc axis with the a m o u n t  

shown  in table  3. F igure  8 shows the real images 

Table 3 Estimated position values and ~ error o1" 

camera  fo r  a c y l i n d e r  

Estimaled value(era). Error {%) Angle (°1 Real value(era), 
(x, y, z> (x. y, z) 

160 18.19, 0.2. 50 17.981.0.197, 49.150 1.63 
i 

155 23.31, 0.1. 50 23.009. 0.099. 49.375 k 1.17 

150 28.86, 0,1. 50 28.01 I, 0099. 49.500 __ 1.04 

145 35.01, 0. l, 50 34.667, 0.099. 49.525 0.97 
i 
i 

] 1.19 Average 
I 

(a) Rotation angle, 160 ° 

(c) Rotation angle. 150 ° 

Fig. 8 

J 

(b Rotation angle, 155 ° 

/[ 
(d Rotation angle, 145 ° 

Images of cylinder rotated along the axis 

of  a cyl inder  used in the exper iment .  

The  edge data of conics are used to ob ta in  the 

conic  coefficient matr ix  t h r o u g h  the curve fi t t ing 

a lgor i thm.  There  is an except ional  case tha t  the 

camera  rotates a long  the opt ical  axis, Zc axis. In 

this case, the features of  conics  projected on to  the 

image p lane  are the same in the two different 

frames, so the conic  coefficients become u n d e r -  

de termined.  

As s h o w n  in the exper imenta l  results, the conic  

co r r e spondence  provides  more  accurate  data  than  

the l ine co r re spondence  in the active ca l ib ra t ion .  

In Figure  9, a red pyramid  represents  the posi- 

t ion and o r i en ta t ion  of  each camera.  The  extrinsic 

parameters  (relat ive pos i t ions  of  the object  with 

respect to the camera)  are then shown in a form 

Exlrimsm p~rameters 

i ! : . 

• _~;.~.. ~ :: i 
4oo- ':,~'!,'~ """ ..... ! ....... ; .... i ...... i-. 

%4 

.o ' .,"!"~" ............ ! .......... ' .......... 
i 

i ....... ilJiiiilZii[iiiiill i 
..... " ...... ,'-- -I- -~:~-z ~ ~" ..~S~ ~ ~ "  

' .' ,'" I.~::::~ ~Z~:Z~L:~.:z~:~ '~" -M ~0 

-20(3 -I00 I00 200 300 0 
Y ~ 'odd  

(a) 

E ~ i I { ~ s i c  p a r a m e l e l s  

-too, .~" : a~ - . . ~ .... 

i...!'":= i"i- -i. i 
:co ~ .... ',,, ..-'! "2.:.&~, :~ " ! 

..-- i..2,';~4+,,"~--i 
4 0 0 .  : . : ,@,?.L,. '=7'~' :  : 

~ w  ,' "%-. :- ~'5: i . "  7 ~;-'L> ~ • ~ . 

o ?~'c 

(b) 

Fig. 9 Posit ion/Orientat ion of robot end effeclor 

wilh respect to a world frame 
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of a 3-D plot for the experimental results using 

conic correspondence. In this figure, the frame 

(Oc, Xc, Yc, Zc) is the camera reference frame. 

The red pyramid corresponds to the effective 

field of view of the camera defined by the image 

plane. 

7. Conclusions  

A new active calibration scheme is developed 

to estimate the position/orientation of a mobile 

robot working in the various environments. The 

main difficulty residing in the precise control of a 

mobile/task robot is providing an accurate and 

stable base for the task robot. In this research, 

the position of mobile robot is obtained by the 

active calibration scheme using the irnages cap- 

tured by a camera at the hand of the task robot. 

In other words, the correspondence of the image 

coordinates to the real object coordinates is the 

basis for this scheme. This scheme is applied to 

the work-pieces of both the polygonal and the 

cylindrical. 

For a polygonal object composed of points or 

lines, while the task robot is approaching to the 

object, the position of the camera is estimated 

using the line correspondence between the lines 

on the image captured by the camera and the lines 

of the real object. For the cylindrical or ball 

shaped objects, there are not enough line seg- 

ments for the calibration based on the line corre- 

spondence. For these objects, the conic corre- 

spondence scheme is developed. That is, two 

conic parameter matrices that can be obtained 

from the two consecutive elliptic images and a 

homogeneous transformation matrix are used lbr 

obtaining the position and orientation of the 

camera. Note that the homogeneous transforma- 

tion matrix that defines the relationship between 

the two frames where the images are captured can 

be calculated by using the joint angles of the 
robot. 

Our future research topics are reducing the 

estimation errors and capturing two successive 

frames effectively adapting the environrnental 
variations. 
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